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RADIATION CALCULATIONS USING LAHET/MCNP/CINDER90

Laurie Waters

Los Alamos National Laboratory MS B226
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

The LAHET monte carlo code system has recently been expanded to include high
energy hadronic interactions via the FLUKA code, while retaining the original Los
Alamos versionsofHETC and ISABEL at lowerenergies.Electronsand photons

aretransportedwithEGS4 orITS,whiletheMCNP coupledneutron/photonmonte

carlocodeprovidesanalysisofneutronswithkineticenergieslessthan20 MeV. An
interfacewiththe CINDER activationcode isnow in common use.Variousother

changeshavebeen made to facilitateanalysisofhighenergyacceleratorradiation
environmentsand experimentalphysicsapparatus,suchasthosefoundatSSC and

RHIC. Currentcodedevelopmentsand applicationsarereviewed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysisofradiationenvironmentsforacceleratorapplicationshaslongbeen

a primaryfocusofthe LCS (LAHET - Los Alamos High EnergyTransport- Code

System)monte carlosimulationpackageI.The developmentoftheLos Alamos LAN-
SCE and WNR spallationneutronsourcesaround 1980reliedheavilyon thissystem.

Suchapplicationsdemand a rigoroustreatmentofhadronicinteractionsbelow1GeV,
and themostaccuratetreatmentpossibleofthebehaviorofneutronsdown tothermal

energies.LAHET representsthe mergerof two earliercodes,thehadronicsimula-

tioncodeVIM and the coupledneutron/photonmonte carloMCNP. Intheoriginal

code,allgeometryspecifications,continuousenergyneutronand photonlibrariesand
statisticalanalysiscapabilitieswere takenintactfrom MCNP 2,whilethehadronic

treatmentwas largelyderivedfromtheORNL codeHETC 3.Furtheradditionstothe

codemade throughoutthe 1980saredescribedintheSection2. Alsodescribedare

more recentadditions,designedtoextendhadronicand electromagneticcapabilities
intothe TeV range,alongwith an importantinterfaceto the CINDER activation

code.Section3 outlinescurrentcodeapplicationsand benchmarkingefforts.

2. THE LAHET CODE SYSTEM

A diagram of the LAHET code system is shown in figure 1. Source specification
may come either from a variety of standard inputs, or from an external file generated
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by another code (DTUJET 4 is a popular choice for SSC applications). Protons, neu-
trons, pions, muons, electrons and positrons are currently allowed, and a patch for
kaon transport has recently become available. All other source particles are immedi-
ately decayed until a set of allowed particles is obtained. Expansion of the primary

particle list is a high priority for future code development. Low energy particle thresh-
olds are: protons- 1.0 MeV, pions- .149 MeV, muons- .113 MeV. A recent addition is
the inclusion of N+I=C and H(n,n) reactions down to .1 MeV for use in the analysis
of scintillator response, and which also prove useful in tissue analysis for medical
applications s. All neutrons with kinetic energies less than 20 MeV are written to a
separate file for processing with M CNP. Pi0s, photons, electrons and positrons are ei-
ther processed directly within the LAHET code via EGS4 6, which has been adapted
to the LAHET geometry and transport specifications, or written to a separate file for
input into the ITS (Integrated Tiger Series) 2 facility within MCNP. The MCNP pho-
ton library now covers the energy range 1 keV to 100 GeV, based on the Livermore
Evaluated Photon Data Library (EPDL) T. Scaling algorithms to higher energies are
available.

A summary of the options available with the various LAHET hadronic packages is
shown in figure 2. The primary low energy hadronic models available are HETC s or
ISABEL s. Both are resonance production models. ISABEL allows interactions of the
resonances themselves, and also extends the allowed source particles to antiprotons
and various light particles such as alphas. The cascade process for nucleons with
kinetic energies greater than 3.495 GeV, and pions greater than 2.5 GeV is scaled from
the results of the code taken at these energies. A new interface with FLUKA _ may
be used at high energies. The default interface uses the low energy code exclusively
below 2 GeV, and FLUKA exclusively above 5 GeV. FLUKA is phased in linearly
between these limits.

Two fission models are offered, the Rutherford Appleton Model l°, which has no
restriction on the fissioning nucleus, and the Oak Ridge Model 11, which is limited
to Z greater than 91. These are used with the evaporation model of Dresner 12.
In recognition of the fact that breakup of light nuclei needs special treatment, the
FERMI Breakup Model is replaces the evaporation phase for for nuclei with A less
than 20. An optional multistage preequilibrium exiton model 14 may be used as an

intermediate stage between the intranuclear cascade and evaporation phase.

The CINDER 15 code computes the activation profile of nuclei at various user-
specified time steps. The code uses as input the spallation products produced by
the LAHET code, along with neutron fluences generated by MCNP. (The MCNP

code does not directly produce a listing of residual nuclei, therefore they must be
regenerated from neutron fluence patterns within CINDER). The output of CINDER
consists of activity density given in curies/cc, nuclide inventory in kg, decay heating
from the decay gammas, electrons and positrons in watts/cc, and a multigroup energy
spectrum of the decay gammas. This spectrum may serve as a source input for EGS
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or ITS and the gammas transported to various places around within the geometry
t_ compute equivalent dose in Rem. The output of CINDER represents the average
behavior of a particular material. In cases where substantial spatial variation in the

activation profile is expected, various source weighting schemes may be employed in
the final MCNP gamma transport. One option is to weight the source according to
the density of inelastic collisions calculated from the Intranuclear cascade process•
Weighting factors may also be obtained from the general neutron fluence profiles.

One example of the CINDER output is shown in fig. 3. Here, the activation
profile of the GEM steel collimator protecting the final focus quadrupoles is shown
over a period of 360 days. Two curves are shown, the solid line represents beam on
for a period of 107 seconds, then beam off for the rest of the year. The dashed curve
shows the pattern resulting when beam is left on for 30 days, then turned of[ for one
day, and this pattern is repeated for 6 months• The beam is then turned of[ and the
apparatus left to cool as in the first case.

The LCS geometry specification is entirely surface based. Variance reduction tech-

niques, accomplished primarily through particle weighting, are routinely employed.
The output of all codes is written to a standard format, and various routines are
available to the user for analysis. The code has been successfully linked to the CERN
HBOOK routines, and the results analysed with PAW. The entire code is in double
precision, and written in Fortran 77.

3. APPLICATIONS

The LAHET Code system currently has a broad base of application. In keeping
with the tradition of neutron spallation source design, new facilities are now being
modeled within the Advanced Neutron Source program, particularly for a possible
upgrade of the LANSCE facility. Another extremely active program is that of Ac-

celerator Transmutation of Wastes. The need to deal with the existing supply of
radioactive waste from nuclear facilities and other sources is a serious issue at this

time. The LAHET code system, in combination with the CINDER activation pro-
files, is being used to study the possibility of transmuting such stocks into less harmful
material. An accelerator facility for such an operation has a decided safety advantage
over reactor transmutation, since the beam is under immediate control at ali times.

The use of accelerators as producers of specific isotopes for particular uses is also
under investigation.

LCS is also used in medical physics applications. Proton and neutron cancer ther-
apy is a growing field, and several contributions to the SARE proceedings illustrate
how LAHET is being used in the design of accelerators which provide these services.
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In experimental physics, the LAHET Code System is now being used in several
neutrino experiments to predict the response of low energy neutrons emitted in neu-

trino interactions in the scintillating medium. This is often a mineral oil, or liquid
scintillator, and the improvements to the code described in reference 4 are directly
applicable to such experiments.

LCS has long been used to study shielding configurations for accelerator applica-
tions. One of the most exciting recent applications has involved the accurate mod-
elling and analysis of the shielding requirements of experiments connected with the

Supercollider and with RHIC. These studies include generation of neutron and pho-
ton spectra in part of the detectors and experimental halls, simulating the response of
detectors to such backgrounds, and designing adequate shielding to protect personnel
and equipment. The chain of the simulation process now extends from multi TeV
sources down to the decay of residual nuclei many years in the future. The accurate

simulation of all processes in the entire chain piace great demands on the accuracy
of the code system. Careful benchmarking of each stage is essential to the successful
outcome of the final answer.

Successful benchmarking calculations have been carried out at energies of a few
100 MeV TM. Other efforts, often designed specifically for the Accelerator Transmuta-

tion of Wastes and related programs are currently underway. (The activation experi-
ment performed at LAMPF in 1992 has been described elsewhere in this workshop.)
Specific data accumulated over the years at LAMPF for activation of targets, air ac-
tivation, and shielding monitoring is currently being examined. Proceeding to higher
energies, a series of comparisons has been made with calorimeter data from 2 to 8

GeV for Brookhaven experiment E814 lz, with excellent results. We are now starting
to look at appropriate experiments at increasingly higher energies. There is a partic-
ular need for high energy benchmarking experiments using simple shielded designs,
such as a metal core surrounded by variou_ types of concrete. Neutron and photon
fluences from such a system should be measured with as much accuracy as possible.
Such measurements are often undertaken by experimenters in low energy physics, and
we urge the high and low energy communities to collaborate in these efforts.
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INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE (INC):
A) BERTINI,
B) ISABEL (resonance interaction, A greater than 1)
C) FLUKA EVENTQ subroutine,

FISSION:

A) RAL evaporation-fission Model,
B) ORNL. evaporation-fission Model (Z greater than 91 only)

BREAKUP:

A) Fermi breakup model for A < 5
B) Fermi breakup model for A _ 13 and for 14___A<20with excitation

below 44 MeV,

C) no Fermi breakup

PREEQUILIBI_IUM:
A) no preequilibrium model,
B) use preequilibrium model following INC
C) choose between A) and B) randomly, favoring A) at high energies and

C) at low energies
D) use preequilibrium model instead of INC

Figure 2: LAHET Options for hadronic processes. Default options
are marked by an asterisk.
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